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SATURDAY, MARCH 4, 2000 - 9:30 A.M.
Ontario Airport Hilton ~ Ontario, California

NO BUYER'S PREMIUM

Seeck Auctions is pleased to bring the Robert and Avonelle Shirrod Carnival Glass Collection to the 5th Annual San
Diego/Southern Calif. Clubs' Convention in Ontario. Bob and Avonelle have been long time collectors from the Pacific
Northwest. They enjoyed collecting, attending the conventions and had a great eye for iridescence, always having a
mouth watering display of glass in their room. This is a perfect collection for a convention - super glass in all price ranges,
for the advanced to the beginner. If you have never attended a convention in S. California, there is no better time.

Call the Hotel direct for room reservations: 909-980-0400. $75.00 Special Rate.
San Diego / Southern Calif. Convention info: Contact Betty Robertson at 805-482-3473.
Terms: Cash or Check with proper I.D. ** Sales Tax will be charged, please bring your tax exempt numbers.

***AVAILABLE ON VIDEO***
** Professionally video taped piece by piece of entire auction. " On one standard VMS videocassette tape.

" Includes post auction price results.

Available now for $20.00 plus $3.20 Priority shipping ($23.20)
Internationally available for $20.00 plus $6.00 Global Priority Shipping ($26.00)
Send check or money order to: Seeck Auctions, PC Box 377, Mason City, lA 50402
**********************************************************************************************************

ABSENTEE BID POLICY
1. Write-in bids will be accepted by sending the numbers of the item(s) desired and the amount bid on each to:

Seeck Auctions, PO Box 377, Mason City, Iowa 50402.
2. If known by Auction Company, bids may be done over the telephone. (515)424-1116.
3. You may email your bids to us: seeckauction@willowtree.com Continue to include the numbers of the item(s) ypu

would like to bid on and amount bid on each, please include your telephone number.
3. There is a $5 handling charge for each successful bid. Shipping and insurance charges are additional.
4. Bidders will be notified by phone if their bid(s) are successful. This call will be made 1 - 3 days after the auction.
5. Please have all bids in by Thurs, Feb. 24th. All bids (by mail, phone or email) after this date may not be carried out.
6. Please place bids in the following increments: $1 to $300 - $5 increments $300 up - $25 increments.
7. If you do not receive an Item that sold for less than your bid, assume we cancelled your bid because the

piece of glass had below average color, manufacture problem, damage or was not listed correctly.
8. To receive price lists send: $20 — for this auction and next 7 auctions

$5 " for only this auction or individual auction (please specify)
Send to the above address, (please allow 2-3 weeks delivery for price lists) (Make checks payable to: Jan Seeck)

(Ail auction results are available on our website for free!)

WEBSITE: http://www.willowtree.com/-seeckauction
jlr**********************************************************^*jt********************************************
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1. Open Rose 8" ftd ruffled bowl - amber - chip

on outside edge

2. Lined Lattice 10" vase - white - minor spot on

toe

3. Butterflies bon bon - amethyst

4. Footed Fine Rib JIP 6" vase - amethyst - very

scarce & neat

5. Wreath of Roses rosebowl - marigold

Stippled Rays tri-cornered sauce - amethyst

Leaf & Beads tri-cornered ftd dish - green

8. Imperial Grape ruffled bowl - marigold -

ruffness on edge

9. Big Basketweave 9 1/2" vase - white - frosty &

nice

10. Shell & Sand 9" plate - purple - super pretty 20.

electic Irid. on this very rare plate
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19.

12.
 Strawberry bon bons (2) - marigold - choice
 Poinsettia milk pitcher - marigold - pretty

13. Imperial Grape hdid basket - marigold
14. Knotted Beads 12" vase - blue - open bubble

on base

15. Twigs 4" miniature crimped edge vase "
purple - very rare & highly desirable, cute
Right Hand 8 1/2" vase - marigold - scarce
Luster Rose 4 pc. table set - marigold - all but
the spooner has some minor damage, sold
as set

Isaac Benesch & Sons Adv. ruffled bowl -

amethyst - nice example, scarce
Mary Ann vase - marigold
Lotus & Grape 9" plate - amethyst -
fantastic electric Irld., extremely rare, WOWi!
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Fashion tumbler - smoke - pretty 55.

Fashion tumbler - marigold

Heavy Grape 8" plate - purple - super

Heavy Grape 8" plate - marigold - pretty

Poppy Show vase ■ purple - incredible, very

rare & has electric irid., another outstanding

piece

Poppy Show vase - marigold - outstanding,

dark & pretty

Orange Tree shaving mug - blue - pretty

Plaid ruffled bowls (2) - blue - hot pattern &

nice, choice '
Wild Rose open edge ftd bowl - amethyst -

super pretty ^ /^O
Butterfly & Fern 5 pc. water set - blue - very

pretty set, scarce 64.

Grape Delight ftd rosebowl - blue - nick on one

foot

Pinecone 6" saucer shaped plate - green -

pretty, has a point chip

Pinecone saucer shaped plate - marigold - nice

Windmill pickle dish - marigold

Grape & Cable fernery - green - super prettj^
& extremely rare, seldom offered for sale^ 68.
Orange Tree standard size mug - blue ^
Orange Tree standard size mug - marigold

Captive Rose 9" plate - blue - scarce plate &

highly desirable

Octagon 7 pc water set - marigold - small size

Wreath of Roses 9 pc. punch set w/Vintage

interior - amethyst - super pretty & very

rare, as nice as they get

Florentine large size candlesticks - marigold

Windmill milk pitcher - purple - super rare &

nice, minor nick on base

Windmill milk pitcher - marigold

Vintage fernery - marigold

Fanciful 9" plate - purple - super pretty

electric irid. on this scarce plate

Coin Spot ruffled compote - amethyst

Poppy pickle dish - blue has minor separation

on edge

Leaf Tiers tumbler - marigold 3X:> 80.
M'burg Marilyn tumbler - amethyst

Persian Garden 13" chop plate amethyst - 81.

unbelievable, fantastic, incredible, great, &

every other word that means WOW!!!!!!!!!!, ' S

extremely rare w/super irid.

Peacock Tail 7" ruffled bowl - amethyst

Grape & Gable 4 pc. table set - purple - very 83.

nice set, sugar has crack, but is fantastic ^
Peaeeek-Tall 6" plate - marigold 65
Dugan's Vintage 9" dome ftd plate - ^
amethyst - very rare plate, nice
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Basketweave Open Edge JIP hat shape -

marigold

Star & Drape milk pitcher - marigold - unusual,
scarce

Grape & Cable perfume ■ purple - very

scarce, pretty

Grape & Cable cologne bottle - purple - nice
Grape & Cable dresser trays (2) - purple -

nice, choice

Grape & Cable pin dish - purple - nice, very

scarce

Grape & Cable powder jar - purple - pretty

Grape & Cable hatpin holder - purple - nice

Grape & Gable pin dish - purple - made from

punch cup

Heavy Iris 5 pc. tankard water set - white -

unbelievable set, pitcher has super irid. &

frosty, the tumblers are also great, as nice

as set as we've sold! -7^-
Fenton's Thin Rib 17" vases (2) - blue - choice

Fenton's Thin Rib 16" vase - marigold

Flowers & Frames dome ftd ruffled bowl -

peach opal

Peacocks 9" plate w/ribbed back - blue -

very scarce & highly desirable

Peacocks 9" plate w/ribbed back - ice green

- scarce & desirable

Acorn Burrs tumbler - green - preny

Acorn Burrs tumbler - purple - nice

Stippled Three Fruits 9" plate w/ribbed back

- aqua opal - pastel & fantastic, a good 2" of

opal & lots of pretty irid., extremely rare

Imperial Grape water pitcher - marigold

Maple Leaf 8 pc. berry set - marigold

Wishbone ftd ruffled bowl - ice blue -

extremely rare bowl & pretty, nice, dark

color ^

Wishbone ftd ruffled bowl - marigold

Imperial Grape cup & saucer - green

Imperial Grape cup & saucer - marigold

Wishbone & Spades 6" plates (2) - purple -

scarce plates, nice, choice

Wishbone & Spades 6" plate - peach opal -

nice, probably more rare than the purple

Single Flower Framed crimped edge handgrip

plate - peach opal

Poppy Show 9" plate - blue - super pretty

plate & highly desirable, has electric

highlights

Poppy Show 9" plate - marigold - highly

desirable & scarce, pretty even irid.

M'burg Feather & Heart tumbler - marigold

Blackberry Block tumbler - blue - heat check in

base
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Diamond & Sunburst 8 pc. wine set - purple
- extremely rare set, seldom sold & nice
Vineyard 7 pc. water set - marigold
Apple Blossom Twigs ruffled bowl w/plain
back - purple - electric & super
Kittens ruffled bowl - marigold - nice
Kittens 2 sides up dish - marigold - nice
Kittens cup & saucer - marigold - cup has
epoxy on base
Dandelion 7 pc. tankard water set - purple -
outstanding set, pretty & very rare
Woodpecker wallpockets (2) - marigold - nice,
choice

Dragon & Lotus IC shaped bowl - blue
Strawberry 9" plate w/BW back - green
Strawberry 9" plate w/BW back - marigold -
dark & pretty
Grape & Gothic Arches tumbler - green - super
Greek Key tumbler - purple - pretty
Field Flower tumbler - purple - pretty
Grape & Cable master 14 pc. punch set -
purple - probably the best purple master we
have ever sold, bowl is unbelievable, rare!
Pansy hdid nappy - purple - super
Diamond Rib 12" vase - blue
Horse Medallion 7" plate - marigold - scarce
Premium candlesticks - marigold
Fenion reauock al urn 9'' plate - blue -
electric & super, a beautiful plate!
Tree Trunk 11" vase - marigold
Good Luck PGE bowl w/ribbed back - purple -
pretty & scarce «
Scales 6" plate - aqua - scarce color plus very pretty
Poppy Show ruffled bowl - purple - has
super electric irid., is extremely rare &
desirable, has minor chip on base, when you
see it, you won't care about the chip
Poppy Show ruffled bowl - white - super
pretty multi-colored even irid.!
Grape & Gable variant ruffled bowl w/plain
back - purple - pretty
Tornado small size vase - purple - super
pretty, scaroe & desirable
Grapevine Lattice 6" plate - marigold
M'burg Nesting Swan ruffled bow! - green -
satin

M'burg Nesting Swan ruffled bowl - marigold -
satin, scarce
Tiger Lily tumbler - purple - super
Blueberry tumbler - blue
Heavy Grape chop plate - purple - super, super
pretty, has minor burst in base
Heavy Grape chop plate - amber - rare color
& pretty
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20. Heavy Grape chop plate - marigold - pretty
21. Ripple 7 1/2" vase - purple - pretty, has 2 1/2"

base

22. Ripple 7" vase - marigold - has 2 1/2" base
23. Christmas giant compote - purple - super

^  pretty blue irid., extremely rare, a carnival
classic, a must for your collection

24. Banded Grape mug - marigold
25. Good Luck 9" plate w/BW back - purple -

very scarce & highly desirable
26. Robin mug - marigold
27. Grape & Cable 7 pc. water set ■ purple -

super pretty pitcher & matching tumblers,
nick on thumbprint of pitcher
Persian Medallion 6" plates (3) - blue - all look
different, all nice, choice J'"'''—9o

29. Persian Medallion 6" plate - marigold - silvery
30. M'burg Courthouse ruffled bowl - amethyst

- radium & pretty, nice bowl!
31. Ripple 17" funeral vase - mangold - has minor

nick on one ripple, otherwise beautiful, 4 5/8"

32. Orange Tree wines (6) - blue - all pretty, choice
33. Fashion 7 pc. water set - marigold - dark &

super

34. Hattie chop plate - purple - extremely rare &
highly desirable, electric irid., super!

55. Pony ruffled bowl - marigold
36. Pansy ruffled bowl - purple - beautiful electric

irid.

37. Star Medallion milk pitcher - marigold
38. Lions 7" plate - marigold - extremely rare

plate, not many sold
39. Fan gravy boat - peach opal - epoxy on one

foot

40. Fan sugar bowl - peach opal
41. Grape & Cable giant ruffled compote -

purple - super great example
42. Miniature Morning Glory 7 1/2" vase - purple -

chip on top edge
43. Miniature Morning Glory 6 1/2" vase - marigold
44. Diamond Lace 5 pc. water set - purple -

electric & super
45. Grape & Gable ruffled bowl w/BW back -

marigold - pretty
46. Orange Tree hatpin holder - blue - very pretty

example
47. Wishbone 9" ftd plate - purple - very nice &

scarce

48. Round Up ruffled bowl - white - chip on one
point

49. Bells & Beads ruffled bowl - purple - Dugan at
its best
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Rose Show ruffled bowl - aqua opal - lots of ^ 181.
opal & scarce
Rose Show ruffled bowl - purple - super
pretty, small little nick on rose which is
insignificant
Rose Show ruffled bowl - marigold - nice,
scarce

Beaded Shell mug - purple
Ftd Prism Panels vase - marigold
Persian Medallion chop plate - blue - has
pretty golden Irid., very scarce plate
Grape & Cable handgrip plate - purple
Imperial Grape 7 pc. wine set - marigold - nice
N's Peacock at Urn master IC bowl - blue -

has red & blue irid. evenly across the bowl,
very rare color
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N's Peacock at Urn master IC bowl - Ice

blue - pretty color w/nice irid., very rare
N's Peacock at Urn sauces (6) - ice blue -
choice, make a great set
Imperial Grape 6" plate - purple - super pretty!
Imperial Grape 6" plate - green
Stippled Good Luck ROE bowl w/rlbbed
back - blue - pretty, has small collar base,
scarce

Iris ruffled compote - amethyst
M'burg Holly Sprig crimped edge 7" bowl -
amethyst - radium & pretty, scarce
1910 Detroit Elks ruffled bowl - green -
pretty & very scarce, highly desirable
Fashion 12 pc. punch set - marigold
Apple Blossom Twigs 9" plate - blue -
scarce, nice
Spiralex 10 1/2" vase - marigold
Persian Garden 6" plate - purple - super pretty
plate, as nice as these get, minor nick on collar
base

Persian Garden 6" plates (2) - marigold -
choice

Persian Garden 6" plate w/Pool of Pearls back
- white - scarce

Loganberry vase - purple - fabulous,
extremely rare, highly desirable, a dandy!
Peacock at the Fountain butterdish - white -

rare color, large chip on butterdish bottom
Octagon 8" ftd vase - marigold - has 2 chips
on base, scarce
Blown candlesticks - marigold
Peacock Tail 9" ruffled bowl - purple slag - odd
but neat bowl

Nautilus whimsey creamer - peach opal - nice
Nautilus whimsey sugar - peach opal
Lined Lattice 6" vase - marigold - super pretty,
scarce squatty shape
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Heart & Vine 9" plate - blue - fantastic irid.,
very everything <5^^
Peacock & Grape ruffled bowl - blue - pretty,
cracked

Peacock & Grape ruffled bowl - marigold
Golden Harvest 5 pc. wine set - amethyst -
very scarce set in this color, highly desirable
Golden Harvest 7 pc. wine set - marigold -
from top to cable of wine bottle has been cut
off, wines and stopper are good
Apple Tree water pitcher - blue - extremely
rare pitcher & pretty, a real dandy
Apple Tree tumbler - blue
Field Thistle 6" plate - marigold - scarce
Stippled Three Fruits 9" plate w/ribbed back
- purple - very scarce & highly desirable
Imperial Grape water bottle - marigold - nice,
harder to find than you think
Apple Blossom Twigs 9" plate w/smooth
edge - purple - very pretty & extremely rare
w/smooth edge
Singing Birds mug - blue - pretty
Singing Birds mug - marigold
Grape & Cable centerpiece bowl - blue -
extremely rare color for these, seldom sold
& super
Horse Medallion JIP shaped ftd bowl -
marigoio
Grape & Cable ftd orange bowl - purple -
super & scarce
Imperial Grape water pitcher - marigold ^
Imperial Grape tumblers (2) - marigold - choice^
Embroidered Mums ruffled bowl w/ribbed

back - aqua opal - an extreme rarity w/great
opal, irid. is a little light, a chance to buy a
top notch rarity
Horse Medallion ruffled bowl - marigold
Grape & Cable humidor - purple - minor
pinpoint on top rim of base, super
Panelled Diamond & Bows 5 1/2" vase -

marigold
Grape & Cable dresser tray - ice blue -
fantastic irid., & very, very rare
Bird & Grape wallpocket - marigold
Holly 9" plate - blue - very pretty w/stretch
type irid.
Peacock & Dahlia 10 shaped bowl - marigold
Peacock at the Fountain 4 pc. table set -
purple - a super pretty matching set, as nice
as these get
Swan salt - purple
Swan salt - celest blue

Swan salt - ice green
Swan salt - pink
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Stippled Grape & Cable 9" plate w/ribbed
back - saphire - super pretty irid., a real
beauty! extremely rare C>R'ys^>^—
Long Thumbprint 11" vase - marigold
Butterfly & Berry 8 1/2" vase - blue
Interior Drape 13" cocktail pitcher - light
marigold
Fenton's Fine Rib 12 1/2" vase - red opal -
opal on each tip & light opal around each
ruffle, very unusual to find in this large size,
even in red

LBJ hat - marigold
Double Scroll candlestick - red - scarce item
Grape Arbor tankard water pitcher - marigold -
dark & pretty
Grape Arbor tumblers (2) - marigold - choice
Four Seventy Four milk pitcher - purple -
extremely rare milk pitcher & pretty, very
few sold, a top milk pitcher
Single Flower ruffled bowl - peach opal
Beads & Flowers 6" plate - purple - absolutely
beautiful

Beads & Flowers 6" plate - peach opal - pretty
Open Rose 9" plate - marigold - nice
N's Town Pump - purple - has crack in body,
nice shelf piece
Blown candlesticks - celest blue - stretch
M'burg Many Stars ruffled bowl - amethyst >
radium, has 6 point star, scarce
Coin Spot crimped edge deep bowl - marigold
Stippled Three Fruits spt ftd ruffled bowl -
aqua opal - pastel & beautiful, lots of opal, a
dandy
Raspberry tumbler - purple
Raspberry tumbler - marigold
Imperial Grape 10" deep round bowls (2) -
marigold - choice
Stippled Peacocks ruffled bowl w/ribbed
back - blue - very nice, has electric
highlights, scarce stippled
Beads ruffled bowl - green - chips on base
Grape & Cable master berry bowl - green - very
nice

Six Sided candlesticks - purple - super
pretty & extremely rare
Vintage 7" plate - marigold - nice
Grape & Cable master 10 bowl - purple -
super pretty, scarce
Grape & Cable 10 sauce - purple
Dandelion mug - purple - scarce & nice for
these

Four Flowers 6" plates (2) - peach opal - nice,
choice
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M'burg Seacoast pintray • radium & very
nice, extremely rare & highly desirable piece
Little Flowers large ruffled bowl - amethyst
Hearts & Flowers ruffled bowl w/ribbed back -

ice blue - scarce & pretty
Double Stemmed Rose dome ftd bowl -

lavender - pretty & scarce color, minor nick on
base

Grape & Cable cracker jar - purple - super
pretty
Coin Dot IC shaped 7" bowl - amethyst
Round Up 9" plate - blue - rare & nice,
extremely flat
Stretch glass perfume w/flowered stopper -
celest blue - one of the petals have damage
Ftd Orange Tree tumbler - blue - nice
Persian Garden 7" plate - white - extremely
rare size, sold one other, very very pretty
Fern ruffled compote - purple
Grape & Cable sweetmeat - purple - a classic
Grape & Cable sweetmeat whimsey - purple
Three Fruits ruffled bowl - marigold
Greek Key ruffled bowl w/BW back - marigold -
pretty even yellow irid.
Fluffy Peacock water pitcher - amethyst -
very pretty pitcher w/good mold rjyci^^
Fluffy Peacock tumblers (2) - amethyst - choice
Diamond Points 9" vase - amethyst
Palm Beach sugar bowl w/lid - white - super
pretty, very scarce
Lattice & Grape tumbler - blue
Luster Rose tumbler - purple - pretty
Grape & Cable small size punch bowl &
base - fantastic, wow!
Imperial Grape 8" deep bowls - (2) - marigold -
one turned up, one turned out, choice
Grape & Cable cup & saucer - purple - nice
Fanciful 9" plate - white - pretty irid., a dandy
Heavy Grape 7" ruffled bowl in metal holder -
marigold
Fenton's Three Fruits 9" plate - amethyst -
minor wear on fruit

Miniature Blackberry ftd plate - blue -
extremely rare, has large chip on edge
Stippled Grape & Cable Old Rose Distillery
9" plate - green - scarce plate & pretty
Corn bottle - smoke - super pretty, chip on
base

Good Luck ruffled bowl w/ribbed back - purple
- pretty \
Star Medallion 6" plate - marigold - scarce little
plate
Acanthus chop plate - marigold



oil.

278.

Grape Delight ftd nut bowl - blue

Concord ruffled bowl - amethyst - pretty, minor

nick on mold line on base

Orange Tree Orchard tumbler - marigold

Lattice & Grape tumbler - marigold - pretty

N's Thin Rib 12 1/2" midsize vase - blue - very

rare color & super pretty

Tiger Lily 7 pc. water set - marigold

Pony ruffled bowl - ice green - fantastic

stretchy irid., rare!

Stork & Rushes mug - marigold

Grape & Cable candlesticks - purple - scarce

Imperial Grape 7 pc. wine set - marigold - nice

M'burg Whirling Leaves 3 in 1 edge bowl -

amethyst - radium & extra pretty

Imperial Gr^pe water goblets (5) - marigold -
choice

Orange Tree 9" plate - marigold - very pretty,

scarce

Honeycomb hat ornament - dark < blown

glass & stem, neat C\
3 Boxes of Buttons w/30 in each - boxes sold

choice

Imperial Grape 6" plate - marigold

N's Peacock at the Fountain water pitcher --

blue - nice, scarce

N's Peacock at the Fountain tumblers (2) - blue

- choice

294. Coin Spot ruffled bowl - marigold

32^295. Fisherman's mug - purple - nice
296. Nippon PCE bowl w/BW back - ice blue -

scarce & nice

1^297. Pineapple creamer - marigold
298. Grape Leaves ruffled bowl - purple - super

pretty, irid. burns on edge

299. Rooster Hatpins - amber, lavender, red, ice

.blue, green w/painted background, blue. ̂  ^
■-' w/painted background - choice
300. Peacocks PCE bowl w/ribbed back - purple

^  - scarce & pretty
. Double Loop chalice - blue - nick on base
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Do 317
(3d 318
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(3^ 302. Panther ftd ruffled sauce - red - very pretty,
cracked

0'3' 303. Heavy Grape chop plate - purple - incredible,
cracked

! ■' 304. Wishbone 9" ftd plate - purple - very scarce, nice
ID T 305. Hatpins - Faceted Dome, Top O' the Morning

j  .{2), Six Plums, Flower Arcs or Garden Path,
Hearts & Cross, Big Butterflies (2), Moire

^  Beetle, all dark. Whirling Hearts hatpin, non
irid. blue - all sold choice

0 ^ 306. Leaf & Beads rosebowl - blue - pretty

/-

12^.

^325.
Md 326.

327.

/dtS 328.

Mo 329

JO 333

 / 700334.

335.

336.

337.

338.

Rambler Rose tumbler - blue

Enameled Cherries tumbler - blue

M'burg Sunflower pintray - green -
extremely rare & nice, looks good!
Proud Puss bottle - marigold - minor nick on
top, never seen before, cute
Herkimerdog bottle - lavender flashed irid.
Fishscale & Beads 6" plate - marigold - nice
Grape & Cable butterdish - purple - pinpoint on
lid rim on base

Grape & Cable spooner - purple - nice
Luster Rose ftd round fruit bowl - marigold
Many Fruits 9 pc. punch set ■ amethyst -
rare set & nice

Imperial Grape ruffled compote - marigold
Cherry Chain 6" plates (2) - marigold - choice
Double Stemmed Rose dome ftd ruffled bowl -
peach opal - minor nick on base
Eat Paradise Sodas adv. 6" plate - amethyst
- very scarce, highly desirable
Imperial Grape large deep round bowl -
marigold
Imperial Grape ruffled sauces (6) - marigold -
all to go
Imperial Grape tumbler - purple
Dugan's Peacock at the Fountain tumblers (4) -
blue - choice

Faiicifui 3 ill 1 edge bowl - white - ntce
Fishscale & Beads ruffled bowl - amethyst
Heavy Grape hdid nappy - marigold
Hearts & Flowers 9" plate - marigold - dark
& super, minor pinpoint on point, desirable
Luster Rose tumbler - green
Stork & Rushes tumbler - blue

Czech art glass cvd sugar bowl - marigold
Wide Panel 14 1/2" chop plate - marigold
New Swan salts including ice green w/head
turned, flashed red irid. swans (2) & miniature
flashed red swan - choice

Thumbprint & Ovals vase - purple -
spectacular irid., very rare
Grape & Cable indiv. berry dishes (6) - purple -
sold as set

Ftd Shell - amethyst
All marigold tumblers - Apple Tree, Stork &
Rushes, Crabclaw, Grape & Gothic Arches (2),
Vineyard, Waterlily, Four Seventy Four, Floral &
Grape, Soda Gold, Windmill, Butterfly & Berry,
Tree Bark - all sold choice

Over 50 additional pieces to be sold at end of
sale
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